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 Remember:  
      There are times when you may need to use an Automated Teller Machine (ATM).  

There are also times when you want to avoid using an ATM. When you decide to  
use an ATM you want to ensure that you are using it safely and for the right reasons 

Directions:  
      Follow along with the Right Way, Wrong Way presentation on the screen. Use the 

checklist below to decide if the ATM machine was used safely. Put a next to any  
mistakes you see.

ATM Safe Withdraw Checklist:

1 Did John make sure people could not observe him  
(other than the photographer)?

2 Did John put his hand over the PIN keypad?

3 Is John’s PIN written on the card?

4 Is John’s PIN easy to guess, such as 1234?

5 Did John avoid paying a bank fee to withdraw his own money?

Learner ActivityUsing an ATM
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Lesson
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Directions: 
       Draw a line connecting the images on the left with the correct description on the right.

Place where you  
enter your Personal  

Identification Number,  
also known a “PIN.”

Option that you select to  
take money out of your  
account or withdraw.

Screen telling you that you  
will be charged a fee for  
taking your money our of  

your account.

Option that you select  
to put money into your  

account or deposit.

Option that you select  
to check how much  

money you have in your  
account or balance.

Screen asking you how  
much money or amount  
you would like to take  
out of your account.


